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Here's my confession: I have been teaching

legal writing for a long time. I love teaching

legal writing. I am very good at teaching legal

writing. But once in awhile ... I need to shake

it up. A couple of my recent classes have been

in need of being shook, several times. To my

great delight, shaking it up energizes both me

and my students. Here are six recipes for

"class shakes," each grounded in learning

theory, wellness practices, and the like.'

CLASS SHAK #1:
WRITE YOUR OBITUARY
We hit a stump this spring. My students were far
enough into the semester to feet committed, but too
far away from finals to feet energized by urgency. Their
tack of deep engagement was apparent in class. That
day, I asked them to spend a few minutes sketching
out their obituaries-either what they thought would
be written about them orwhat they hoped would be
written about them when they died.

Writing one's own obituary is not a new idea2-I had
found a great anecdote about how Alfred Nobet,
the inventor of dynamite, found his own obituary
erroneously written up in the newspaper, and about
how he didn't want his enduring legacy to be as the
man "who became rich by finding ways to kitt more

people faster than ever before."' So he created the
Nobel Foundation-bestowing body of the Nobel
Prizes--to change his legacy.4

As a class, after the students sketched out their
obituaries, we shifted to a wettness focus.' We
discussed making choices and creating legacies and
finding opportunities to shape one's life. We discussed
the importance of living an intentional life. I was open
with them (to a point) about choices that I had made
and about changes in my life's path that I had effected6

That conversation was facilitated by the obviousness
of one life change-to become a single mom by choice.
They frequently see my daughter at school events,
so my talking about her and about how to integrate
personal and professional life demands was made
easier. They have other professors who are parents
of young children as wett, so they are used to seeing
us grapple and balance-and talk about the cost and
value of our choices.

I want my students to be thoughtful and intentional
and empowered and in control. This exercise helped.

Variations on the exercise are easy: It could be made
more positive by having students describe how they
would want to be remembered in the event of an
award or at their retirement, rather than at their
death.' This exercise could also be used purely
as a persuasive writing exercise. For example,
the students could write an obituary [or simply a
description) of the each of the two opposing parties,
from different points of view.
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CLASS SH #2:
SPEED EERHN
In the fall semester, we had an extra class period
amongst the drafting classes as my students were
writing their open objective memos. They had finished
the research arc and were at a drafting stage where
executing, not discussing, was what they needed to
be doing. Several of them were feeling overwhelmed
and a bit discouraged as they felt themselves to be at
the bottom of an all-too-steep learning curve-rather
than realizing that they were actually partway through
the climb.

To help them to recognize their progress, I held
a class focused on speed researching. Based on
neurocognitive science about spaced repetition, I
knew that successfully repeating a skill helps to
create effective neural pathways to mastery." I told
them to bring their laptops to class, and I came armed
with five or six little research scenarios [taken from
prioryears' open memo assignments, from my Family
Law course, and from recent headlines).' I divided
the class into small groups and gave them about
20 minutes to find the answers and to be prepared to
discuss *how* they found the answers.

All of the groups had the correct answers within 20
minutes! They worked collaboratively, they shared
research strategies, and they found the law. Just as
exciting were the lessons shared and questions raised
as the groups shared their research processes. They
learned that effective search terms mattered. They
learned that Wikipedia has its appropriate uses, as well
as limitations. They compared the merits of Westlaw
and LEXIS. Theywere surprised at the variety of paths
to the correct answers. And they thickened their myelin
sheaths around their axons as well!10

Along the way, we also discussed the vagaries of
and policies behind the laws that they researched,
to pique their interest and to satisfy their curiosity.
(E.g., Should the owner of a companion animal be
able to recover damages for the wrongful loss of that
animal? Is common-law marriage recognized in a
specific jurisdiction? Should it be?)

They realized how much they had learned in the two-
and-a-half months since they started law school, and
they left class proud, excited, and sporting thicker
myelin sheathes.

CLASS SHAE 3:
ELEMETARY ANALYSIS

My students have met my eight-year-old daughter
at school events, so they know her, and they also
recognize her importance in my life. Given that they
are, most of them, closer to her age than to mine,
sometimes I bring her experiences (and my parenting
experiences) into the classroom.

For example, each year her school has a pig race
for charity. This is a race using mechanical pigs
that oink and wiggle and strut their way across a
small race track. The first year of the race, I bought
my daughter a vintage pig because it was rainbow-
colored-her favorite. Little did I know that the
mechanism of the vintage pig has different and faster
timing than current pigs. Rainbow Dash won handily-
in kindergarten. In first grade. In second grade.
Presumably will do so for the rest of my daughter's
lower-school years as well.

I asked my students: is this fair? Then . . . was it fair
when one older boy put his pig on skates? Then ...
would it be fair to modify the mechanism to power-
boost the pig?11

We had a great discussion about rules, about policy,
about intent. I had them write a paragraph about
ethical considerations in pig racing. And, I confess, I
then played them the video of Rainbow Dash winning
the race.

Another example: Last year, the second grade at my
daughter's school prepared and presented its annual
program, profiling the presidents of the United States.
Each student drew a name from a hat to determine
whom that student would profile. However, one
student (more likely, his parents) objected to the
president whom he had been randomly assigned.
While the teachers told him that he had to profile
the president whom he had picked regardless of
objection, as had been the norm in previous years,
the new headmaster ultimately allowed the student
to offer alternative content. The objected-to president
was also a recent president, and as a result of the
concession to objection, that president simply went
unmentioned in the program.
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That scenario led to a lively discussion about how
to present /represent someone with whom one
disagrees, about the importance of precedent,
about the circumstances underwhich conscientious
objection is appropriate, and about the hierarchy
of authority [the new headmaster overruled the
second-grade teachers). Our discussion linked
directly to professionalism concerns and legal
concepts, but was packaged in a fun and accessible
review.12 [For the record, every one of my students
would have made the objecting second-grader
present on the president as assigned, and no one
thought that the "high court" was correct.)

CLASS SHK#4
HYI NTH EWLR TUHEY...

Each year when I teach about professionalism and
about plagiarism, I use reported cases to reflect the
significance of these issues, based on the idea that adult
learners favor contextualized learning." A few years
ago, I started adding a new component: I researched
the attorneys who were parties in those cases. I did so
because I thought that my students too easily concluded
that those attorneys were somehowfar removed
from them and that they (my students) could never
"do anything like that."

For example, I use Precision Specialty Metalsv.
Mikki Graves Walser, 315 F.3d 1346 [Fed. Cir 2003),
to talk about plagiarism and time management. The
case involves the review on appeal of a lower court's
reprimand of an attorney, Walser, arising out of
Walser's motion for an extension in filing a brief. The
lower court had denied the motion for extension and
ordered Walserto submit the brief "forthwith." Walser
submitted the brief 12 days later and the court then
granted opposing party's motion as unopposed. Walser
moved for reconsideration, arguing that the earlier brief
had met the court's required "forthwith" submission,
but that later motion contained "miscitations" that
included a misquotation and a failure to fully and
accurately quote judicial opinions. She defended the
earlier brief's "forthwith submission" at oral argument
for reconsideration and then later, defended the latter
brief and its alleged misrepresentations at a subsequent
hearing related to the resultant potential contempt
sanction against her. She was reprimanded, appealed
pro se, and the reprimand was affirmed.

`ach "sha ~unded in relevant

arch about learning

;~uck ntpsyclwk or welb

The case works well because it illustrates the snowball
effect of bad choices: leaving a task undone until it's
too late to complete it, asking for grace (an extension),
being unable to manage its denial, desperately trying to
mitigate damages, making more bad choices, etc.

I also show them pictures of Ms. Walser's photo at an
alumni event at The Yale Club in New York City the next
year.14 There is more information about herto be found,
and I have considered having them research her more to
see the trajectory of her career post-sanction as well.

In another admonitory reported example, a court
publicly reprimanded an attorney for his poor writing
and required him to attend remedial writing and law
office management training." News articles have
reported similar situations over the years. At times, I
have researched the disciplined attorney, once learning
that he was a long-time practitioner and had been
prominent in the local bar.

For both of the examples set out above, I brought that
information to class, and we talked-and speculated-
about how those attorneys "got there from here."
Everyone agreed that none of them planned to be an
exemplar of unethical behavior forfuture generations
of lawyers, and all of them speculated that neither of
the attorneys mentioned above had planned to be so
either. We talked about stress, about ethical boundaries,
about choices and consequences. We talked about how
quite unintentionally, those attorneys might have "gotten
there from here" and about howthey-my 1-Ls-could
consciously check in with themselves as they grew in
the profession to be sure that they did not. 16 We touched
upon the school's Honor Code and the expectations for
them as law students as well.
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CLASS S KE#5: ACTI N ERBS"
Each spring, when I teach about persuasive writing
techniques, I talk about effective verbs as a powerful
means of conveying meaning. The power of verbs-
and the myriad shadings of meaning conveyed-are
well illustrated when we act out verbs.

Consider these:

* an entire class walking-strutting-tiptoeing-
staggering across a room.

* an entire class tasting-licking-savoring-
gulping a treat.

* an entire class taking-snatching-grabbing-
yanking a ball.

The power and nuances of verbs are reinforced as
they are acted out, and students get to move around
in class too!

CLASS SH 6
SAFETY IN AOYMITY
When a major assignment is coming due, I often hold
a Q-and-A session or a writing workshop. The benefit
of those activities is sometimes limited by students'
hesitance in sharing their questions (often worded as,
"this is a dumb question, but") before their classmates."
My routine now is to have them submit their questions in
writing, and I open each slip of paper/read each email or
text and answer it in turn.

Doing so has several benefits:

* I get a good sense of the class as a whole-10
questions on standard of review means that I need
to re-teach that topic! Indeed, this approach acts
as a quick formative assessment for me-it tells
me what I may not have effectively conveyed.

* Students feet emboldened to be honest because
no one knows who asked "that dumb question."
[And a question is almost never received as
"dumb" by the class. More typically, I see
expressions of relief and miniscule nods.)

* If I know that there is a lingering concern or a
common errorthat they have not asked about, I
can just, ah, make pretend that it is on the piece of
paper that I'm reading from, and address it.

* Finally, it shows them that I care about their learning
and am willing to meet them wherever they are.

These six class shakes have added liveliness and
value to my class, and they are now a standard part of
my teaching. Even better, each "shake" is grounded in
relevant research about learning theory, law student
psychology, or wellness. Energized, I now took
forward to creating more shakes each year. I invite
you, too, to shake it up!
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NOTES

1. Indeed, I recently read a book that advocates for (and substantiates
with research) the merits of small (but powerful) changes in class
sessions, a course, or course design in order to facilitate student learning.
Or in other words, shaking it up. See generally James M. Lang, Small
Teaching (2016).

2. See, e.g., Marelisa Fabrega, Wake-Up Call: Write Your Obituary, https://
www.Iifehack.org/articles/Iifestyle/wake-up-call-write-your-obituary.
html (last visited January 1, 2020).

3. Id.

4. Id.

5. "9 Ways to Support a Culture of Wellness in Your School,"
teachthought (November 26, 2019) https://www.teachthought.com/
learning/9-ways-to-support-a-culture-of-wellness-in-your-sc hool/
(although the site is geared toward K-12, it offers cross-educational
advice about engagement, creativity, and ongoing conversations that
promote wellness-it also has an amazing graphic!).

6. See Lad Tobin, Self-Disclosure as a Strategic Teaching Tool: What ! Do-
and Don't-Tell my Students, 73 College English 196-206 (November 2010).

7. Thanks to my teaching ideas group at ALWD's 2019 conference for
coming up with this more-positive idea.

8. The Reason for Repetition: How Repetition Helps Us Learn, https://
medium.com/peak-wellbeing/the-reason-for-repetition-how-repetition-
helps-us-learn-10d7eea43e95 (last visited January 1, 2020).

9. Here are three of the research scenarios:
Error! Main Document Only.* You are a Texas family law attorney.
A client comes to you distraught because he and his wife went
through IVF due to his sperm-quality issues and now have seven
frozen embryos at the local fertility clinic. His wife has just told
him that she wants a divorce and that she's pregnant by her new
boyfriend, so she won't be needing those embryos and will seek to
have them discarded. What are his options? Please 1) identify any
Texas statutes that address ART (assisted reproductive technology)
and 2) identify any Texas cases that have addressed embryo
disposition when the parents/partners disagree.

You have a general, small-town law practice in Texas. A client
comes in and wants to know what his options are b'c a neighboring
rancher shot his beloved farm dog, Shep. The client says that Shep
was like another child to him and wants to know whether he can sue
and what damages he might recover. Please 1) find some secondary
authority on this topic, 2) identify what damages can be recovered,
and 3) find the most recent Texas case on this topic.

[This is a go-to-the-library exercise! Yay!!] You are on permanent
retainer for a local business owner in Lubbock. He comes to you
because he allowed people to come onto his land for picnicking and
other outdoor recreation, and someone got hurt. He wants to be
sure that he's protected for opening his land up for recreational use.
Please find 1) the applicable statute and be prepared to discuss its
most recent amendments and 2) some recent cases.

10. Id.

11. See, e.g., yahoo!answers, https://answers.yahoo.com/question/
index?qid=20071115163753AAcvOBo (last visited January 1, 2020).

12. Teaching legal ethics using creative hypotheticals, role plays, and
non-traditional teaching methods is used at other law schools as well.
See, e.g., Sara Galer, New Ethics Class Gives Law Students More Realistic
Dilemmas, The University of Chicago/ The Law School, https://www.law.
uchicago.edu/news/new-ethics-class-gives-law-students-more-realistic-
dilemmas (last visited January 1, 2020).

13. See generally Kim L. Niewolny & Arthur L. Wilson, Are all Contexts
Learning Contexts? Rethinking the Relationship between Learning and
Context in Adult Learning Theory, Adult Education Research Conference,
http://newprairiepress.org/aerc/2011/papers/74 (2011) (exploring the
meanings of learning contexts) (last visited January 1, 2020).

14. See Arthur J. Morris Law Library Special Collections, http://archives.
law.virginia.edu/records/rg/107-06/digital/29376 (last visited January
1, 2020).

15. In re Hawkins, 502 N.W.2d 770 (Minn. 1993).

16. The debate about how to "grow an ethical lawyer" goes back more
than 30 years, to a time when the mandate to include professional ethics
instruction in law schools was new. See Elizabeth D. Gee & James R. Elkins,
Resistance to Legal Ethics, 12 J. LEGAL PROF. 29, 29-31 (1987). Suggestions
included enhancing student ethical self-identity, teaching legal ethics in the
first year, and infusing ethics across the curriculum. Id. at 33-34.

17. Legal education often fails to draw on kinesthetic learning principles to
engage students. However unusual such as approach may sound, those
principles can easily be woven into and enhance legal education. See
generally Susan Liemer, Embodied Legal Education: Incorporating Another
Part of Bloom's Taxonomy, 96 U. DETROIT MERCY L. REV. 69 (2017).

18. This hesitation is often related to imposter syndrome. See, e.g.,
Imposter Syndrome, https://Iawstudents.ca/forums/topic/53979-
imposter-syndrome/ (a forum for law students) (last visited January 1,
2020); Kathryne M. Young, Pushing the Bully Off Your Shoulder, Stanford
University Press blog (November 28, 2018), https://stanfordpress.
typepad.com/blog/2018/11/pushing-the-bully-off-your-shoulder.html
(identifying imposter syndrome as the bully and describing the fear that
"if anyone knew how clueless you were, you'd be exposed as a fraud").
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